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1. INTRODUCTION

This annexe covers lot 2 and is an integral part of the specifications. It defines:

– the detailed subject matter of the contract;

– the information relative to the technical and financial offer to be enclosed with the
proposal.

The services relative to lot 2 are mainly to be performed in Strasbourg during the 12 annual
parliamentary sessions. These sessions are spread out over four days. Other services may take
place on days when the Parliament is not in session.

All the obligations imposed by the general specifications are applicable to this
document.

2. REQUIRED SERVICES

2.1 Module 1 - Fixed services

It is the tenderer’s responsibility to propose an appropriate operational structure, equipped
with occupational profiles capable of performing the required services.

The required services are divided into two activity groups (A & B):

A. Coordination and Planning Section

B. Technical management and operations

Maximum versatility is required within each group.

The required services for each type of activity are described below. The workloads are
expressed in man-years. A man-year represents an average of 50 man-days. The fixed
services shall be ordered in compliance with the provisions of §3.15.2 of the specifications.

Whenever a staff member is replaced, the contractor must foresee an overlap period between
the former and the new member of its staff, and without additional cost to the European
Parliament. Based on the circumstances, the European Parliament and the contractor shall
jointly establish the duration of this period, which shall never be less than one week. The
European Parliament shall require that replacement personnel respect the profiles mentioned.
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A. Coordination and planning (workload: 2 man-years)

The departments must be staffed between 8 am and 8 pm during the days of parliamentary
sessions. At least one of the two ‘scheduling’ coordinators must be present at the European
Parliament’s premises for any work planned outside these hours.
During weekends, public holidays and EP holidays, the coordination and management section
will not be required at the European Parliament’s premises unless audiovisual operations
have been planned.
In Strasbourg, the European Parliament will provide an office equipped with two
workstations and give access to all the technical installations of the Audiovisual Unit.

This activity group includes:

1. A Coordination and Planning Section comprised of two individuals

Including the following tasks:

– organisation and coordination of all services provided;

– planning, coordination and assignment of the human and technical resources required for
video, radio and multimedia production (news coverage, use of studios, audiovisual and
multimedia products);

– preparation of the schedule of production activities;

– liaison with the unit, the other departments of the European Parliament, the other
institutions, media outlets accredited for the collection, control, technical assistance,
updating and internal distribution of editorial information and audiovisual media (audio,
photo and video);

– management and coordination of the services supplied to members of Parliament within
the scope of the facilities offered by the multimedia zone (interviews, recording of
messages for radio and web);

– organisation of unilateral transmissions;

– oversight of the collection, circulation and use of audiovisual equipment and metadata
during the production process;

– monthly and annual progress reports on the services provided, with statistics by type of
activity and by client.

Experience required: at least 1 year in the activity sector.

B. Technical management and operations (workload: 2 man-years)

The departments that are not directly associated with news coverage must be staffed during
normal business hours, between 8:30 am and 5:30 pm. At least one of the two technical
coordinators must be present at the European Parliament’s premises for any work scheduled
outside these hours.
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During weekends, public holidays and EP holidays, the technical management and operations
section will not be required at the European Parliament’s premises unless audiovisual
operations have been scheduled.
In Strasbourg, the European Parliament will provide an office equipped with two
workstations and give access to all the technical installations of the Audiovisual Unit.

This activity group includes:

1. Two audio and video technical coordinators who will perform the following tasks:

- technical coordination of video and audio ‘broadcast’ operations;
- quality control of signals (digital/analogue);
- monitoring of equipment using IT monitoring tools;
- management of central technical areas;
- management of buildings’ internal and external connections;
- cabling for mobile control rooms;
- preparation of control rooms and studios;
- provide expertise and practical proposals for improving workflows and technical

installations.

Extensive knowledge of:
- SD/HD/AES/MADI multi-format digital audio and video;
- broadcast systems (particularly Kahuna mixer, Trilogy Intercom, GVG LDK
cameras, Shotoku robotics, Orad virtual system, Tallyman, Nevion optical converters,
GVG K2 servers, Miranda multiviewers, Harris routers, etc. or equivalent.

One of the two coordinators shall be responsible for the following:

- coordination and oversight of operations as well as the management of technical
quality control of the services implemented within the scope of this invitation to
tender;

- guarantee proper performance of services in compliance with the contractual
provisions. The general technical contractor shall be the contractor’s main contact
point and reference person for the European Parliament.

Experience required: at least 10 years in the activity sector, including at least three years in
team and operations management.
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2.2 Module 2 - Regular or occasional services

This module aims to provide a representative overview of all audiovisual services required
within the scope of this invitation to tender for regular and occasional services in terms of
human resources, and for the hire of equipment and technical accessories.

The human resources mentioned are given solely as a guide. For each type of activity, and in
accordance with §13 of the specifications, it is the tenderer’s responsibility to propose an
adapted and appropriately-sized operational structure to perform the required services and to
achieve the desired result in light of all the information provided below.

For this module, the quantities of human and technical resources required for each operation
will be determined by the European Parliament.

The regular and occasional services shall be ordered in compliance with the provisions of
§3.15.3 of the specifications. The services provided within the scope of this module will be
ordered in accordance with the price included in the framework contract (Annex IX of the
specifications).

This module provides tenderers with the following information, by activity type:

- a detailed description of the services requested and the result to be achieved;

- a monthly estimation of the volume of services which are likely to be ordered by
European Parliament (regular and occasional), see Annex 1.

- the resources requested in terms of personnel and audiovisual equipment hire. The
requested volume is given solely as a guideline;

- the equipment made available by European Parliament;

- any consumables.

All audiovisual services habitually provided by the European Parliament in Strasbourg
and requested as part of this module can be viewed at the following web link:

http://audiovisual.europarl.europa.eu/Page.aspx?id=1998

Comment regarding the hire of technical equipment and consumables.

The hire-price of the audiovisual equipment includes delivery, installation, testing,
adjustments, and dismantling.

The list of equipment and consumables included in the price table in Annex IX is not
exhaustive. It can be updated during the contract period based on changes that might occur in
the technical installations and in line with technological developments.

Technical equipment
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The equipment can be ordered as ‘equipment downtime without production’, which means
that the equipment hired is available but not in production. For example, equipment that, for
technical or organisational reasons, must be made available to the European Parliament the
day prior the event.

In the case of an equipment order in excess of one day, the price shall be applicable from the
first day of hire and throughout the entire period.

Example:

Financial offer: Price 1 day: EUR 100
Price 2-5 days: EUR 80
Price 1 month: EUR 65

An order placed for one day - price for the purchase order and the invoice = EUR 100
An order placed for four consecutive days - price for the purchase order and the invoice = 4 x
EUR 80
An order placed for a period of one month - prices for the purchase order and the invoice =
30 x EUR 65 (for all orders of at least 30 consecutive days).
An order placed for 35 consecutive calendar days - price for the purchase order and the
invoice = 35 x EUR 65.

Consumables

The consumables are small and complementary resources needed for the audiovisual services
described in this invitation to tender and for which, given their relatively small value, hiring
is not appropriate. The price requested must correspond to the standard market sales price.

Consumption shall be based on the volume of audiovisual productions.
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2.2.1 Multicamera TV Sets

Description

Operation of TV sets with live backdrop for the production of multicamera video
programmes to multiformat (SD/HD) broadcast standards, live or recorded.
Studio, flight-case control room or outside broadcast van configuration.

The European Parliament in Strasbourg has three fixed facilities allowing the production of
multicamera TV sets:

- Lobby TV set

- Staircase TV set

- TV Studio LOW

For a description of the technical installation of the - TV Studio LOW, see Annex 2.

Depending on the course of events and media demands, the European Parliament may
occasionally establish multicamera TV sets of various sizes inside and outside its facilities
(meeting rooms, exhibition spaces, Hemicycle, Atrium, etc.).

Expected result

Provide a television platform as well as technical services that meet the most demanding
media requirements for emissions associated with the European Parliament’s activities.

Monthly estimation of the volume

Expressed in operations/month

- Lobby TV set: an average of 14 operations/month

- Staircase TV set: an average of 16 operations/month

- TV Studio LOW: an average of 11 operations/month

Resources required (as a guide)

Regular Services

Staff

The regular operations of the multicamera TV set implicate the following occupational
profiles:

Video Operator/Head Technical Operator
Multicamera Director
Head Operator/Cameraman
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Multi-camera coverage/Set Cameraman
Vision Operator (Shader)
Script Manager
TV Set Sound Operator
Sound Assistant
Make-up artist
Floor Manager
Electrician (Console operator)
Electrotechnician
Video Operator
Jimmy Jib Operator
Jimmy Jib Assistant

Audiovisual equipment hire

The regular operations of the multicamera TV set involve the hire of the following
audiovisual equipment:

- Lobby TV set

- Jimmy Jib and accessories (Reference monitor, Intercom System, Tally management)
- Full make-up equipment

- Staircase TV set

- 40 m² set, to be equipped for the production of live round-table meetings with up to three
participants
- A complete video/audio production control system for live or recorded SD/HD broadcast
programmes, in a 5-camera flight-case configuration
- Production server
- Character generator
- Teleprompter
- Lighting
- Decoration/furniture
- Full make-up equipment

- TV Studio LOW

- 100 m² set, to be equipped for the production of live round-table meetings with up to five
participants
- A complete video/audio production control system for live or recorded SD/HD broadcast
programmes, in a flight-case configuration
- Production server
- Character generator
- Teleprompter
- Lighting
- Decoration/furniture
- Full make-up equipment
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Occasional services

Staff

For certain occasional multicamera TV set operations, additional occupational profiles may
be requested.

Audiovisual equipment hire

For certain occasional multicamera TV set operations, hire of additional audiovisual
equipment may be requested.

Equipment provided by the European Parliament

Lobby TV set

- Area of 200 m² equipped for the production of live round-table meetings of up to 8
participants, and public meetings with up to 30 participants.
- KAHUNA 2 ME video mixer, 40 IN, 4 Key/ME
- Up to 7 Grass Valley LDK 8000 cameras
- Riedel Artist 32 frame intercom management
- Digico D5 audio mixer
- DEKO 1000HD graphic generator
- K2 Summit server management + VTR
- Autocue teleprompter

Comments

- Services will include installation, adjustment and testing prior to each operation as well as
dismantling.
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2.2.2 VOXBOX MULTIMEDIA AND RADIO STUDIOS

Description

Operation and configuration of radio and multimedia studios of the EP for producing live or
recorded multicamera video and radio programs. Management of robotised cameras. Video
and audio editing. Filming and sound recording for video ‘stand-ups’. Green key.
Management of ISDN/IP links. Management of Skype connections and streaming. Upload
FTP. Teleprompter management.

The European Parliament in Strasbourg has several fixed and mobile installations for the
production of radio and multimedia programs:

- VoxBox multimedia studio

- Multimedia Live Stand-ups

- Radio Studios LOW

Expected result

Provide a radio and multimedia platform for political debates, as well as technical services
that meet the most demanding media requirements for emissions associated with the
European Parliament’s activities.

Monthly estimation of the volume

Expressed in operations/month

- VoxBox multimedia studio: an average of 26 operations/month

- Multimedia Live Stand-ups: an average of 113 operations/month

- Radio Studios LOW: an average of 67 operations/month

Resources required (as a guide)

Regular Services

Staff

The regular operations of the radio studios and VoxBox Multimedia studio involve the
following occupational profiles:

TV, Radio and Multimedia Operations Coordinator
Multicamera Director
Cameraman/Multimedia Editor
Cameraman/Sound Operator/Multimedia Editor
Radio/Multimedia Sound Operator
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Occasional services

Staff

For certain occasional operations of radio studios and VoxBox Multimedia studio, additional
occupational profiles may be requested, notably:

Audio/Video Technician (low-level maintenance and wiring)

Audiovisual equipment hire

For certain occasional operations of radio studios and VoxBox Multimedia studio, the hire of
additional audiovisual equipment may be requested.

Equipment provided by the European Parliament

VoxBox Multimedia Studio

- Fixed multimedia installation
- Tricaster control systems
- 4 SONY BRC-Z700 remote cameras
- HD/SDI acquisition and editing station
- Prompter

Multimedia Stand-up positions

- Panasonic AG-HPX300 P2 HD camcorders with AVC-Intra
- Editing software: Adobe Premiere, FTP Filezilla
- SOUNDDEVICE 3/2 mixer
- Prompter
- Monitoring

Radio Studios LOW

- 5 fixed multimedia and radio installations
- Yamaha 02R, DIGICO D1 audio mixers
- Arbor audio server
- Wavelab, Netia editing software (prod. + diffusion)
- Music Taxi Dialog 4 Vpro, Mayah Centauri, Orban Opticodec 7006 codecs

Comments

Reception and technical assistance, in direct contact with the members of the European
Parliament and accredited journalists.
Multilingual working environment.
Versatility of the personnel is required between the various facilities.
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2.2.3 COVERAGE OF THE HEMICYCLE AND MEETING ROOMS

Description

Multicamera audiovisual coverage to broadcast standards, live or recording, from the plenary
committee meeting room (Hemicycle) and meeting rooms of the European Parliament.

The European Parliament in Strasbourg has fixed installations enabling broadcast quality
coverage from the Hemicycle (plenary sessions) and the associated briefing room.

- Hemicycle

- Briefing room

For the coverage of certain meetings, the European Parliament may resort to the hiring of
mobile production units (flight-case control room or outside broadcast van configuration).

Expected result

Provide television coverage of political debates of the European Parliament as well as
technical services that meet the demands of broadcast media.

Monthly estimation of the volume

Expressed in operations/month

- Hemicycle: an average of 9 operations/month

- Briefing room: an average of 22 operations/month

Resources required (as a guide)

Regular Services

Staff

Regular coverage of the Hemicycle and meeting rooms involve the following occupational
profiles:

Multicamera Director
Vision Operator (Shader)
Multi-camera coverage/Set Cameraman
Script Manager
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Occasional services

Staff

For certain occasional coverage operations of the Hemicycle and meeting rooms, additional
occupational profiles may be requested.

Audiovisual equipment hire

For certain occasional coverage operations of the Hemicycle and meeting rooms, the hiring of
additional audiovisual equipment may be requested.

Equipment provided by the European Parliament

- Hemicycle

- Kahuna 360°, 2ME HD video mixer
- 8 LDK 8000 digital cameras mounted on Shotoku robotic heads, 1 fixed camera (wide
angle)
- 2 Q-Ball cameras
- Shotoku robotic control system

- Briefing rooms

- THOMSON 9200 video mixer
- 4 THOMSON 1657D robotised cameras
- RADAMEC robotic control system

Comments

- Audio signals (original sound and interpreting) from the plenary sessions and meeting
rooms are captured independently and need to be synchronised with the video in the central
technical area (CTA).
- The duration of the EP’s plenary sessions and meetings is variable (indicative hours:
09:00 am – 01:00 pm, 03:00 pm – 08:00 pm, 09:00 pm – 12:00 am).
- Services will include adjustment and testing prior to each operation.
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2.2.4 PRODUCTION

Description

Production of news stories (EbS), image banks, information programs related to EP news,
interviews. Preparation of shot-lists.
Design and direction of information programs, documentaries, clips, etc. (writing, filming,
post-production).

Expected result

Journalistic, educational or artistic coverage of the European Parliament.

Monthly estimation of the volume

Expressed in operations/month

- Production an average of two operations/month

Resources required (as a guide)

Regular Services

Regular video production and direction operations involve the following occupational
profiles:

- Production

Producer/journalist

Equipment provided by the European Parliament

Computer workstation
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2.2.5 RECORDINGS, COPIES, ENCODINGS, INGEST, TRANSMISSION

Description

- Operation of recording, encoding and transmission rooms as a function of meeting capture
operations (plenary sessions, committee meetings, press conferences, multi-camera studios,
etc.).

- Recording of media on K2 production servers (Aurora environment): Programming,
monitoring and qualitative oversight of file media.

- Recording (manual) of copies on tape, disks and memory cards: Preparation and qualitative
monitoring of copies.

- Management of lines (fibre-optic) for video/audio signals between the installations and
buildings of the European Parliament.

- Ingest, importing of rushes to the production servers.

- Encoding in various formats, management of FTP servers.

- Live signal transmission and playout (EP’s contribution to the European Union’s ‘EbS and
EbS+’, transmission requests to TV stations via EBU or other operators, internal relaying,
management of incoming signals, management of a multilingual matrix, signal management
for webstreaming).

- Monitoring of watermarking, building of the ‘Teletrax’ database (for automatic content
detection) with data and metadata from media distributed by the European Parliament.

- Monitoring (video and up to 24 audios) and Quality Control of the entire production system.

The European Parliament in Strasbourg has fixed installations for recording, ingest, encoding
and transmission of its signals to broadcast standards.

- VTR room (recording and Ingest)

- Ingest station

- EBU transmission station

- EbS transmission room

Expected result

Ensure structured and efficient management of the recording, broadcast and distribution of
the signals (video/audio) produced by the European Parliament. Continuous quality control.
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Monthly estimation of the volume

Expressed in operations/month

- Recordings: an average of 80 operations/month

- Copies: an average of 20 operations/month

- Encoding/FTP: an average of 130 operations/month

- Transmissions: an average of 120 operations/month

Resources required (as a guide)

Regular Services

Staff

The regular operations of MCR, transmission and Ingest rooms implicate the following
occupational profiles:

Video Operator/Master Control Room
Operator - Transmission
Operator - Encoding/Editing

Equipment provided by the European Parliament

VTR room

- Recording/copying room (3 operator stations), including:
- Video/audio matrix
- Video/audio/TC patches
- Vectorscopes
- K2 production media server managed by AppCenter
- Aurora environment: Ingest - scheduler - Housekeeper - Browser
- Video recorders: Betacam (Digital, IMX), XD-Cam, SxS, P2, DV/DVCAM, DVC Pro,
DVD-Video
- GECKO FLEX ARC CONVERTER
- PROCART robot managed by LOUTH server recordings programmed on Digital Betacam
- Teletrax encoder for the MIXML watermarking application
- P2, XD-Cam Disc and SxS hot-shoes.

Transmission room

- Transmission control system (two operator stations) comprising:
- 4 outgoing links + 1 incoming link to the EBU circuits
- 2 outgoing links + 1 return link to ARTE
- 2 outgoing links + 1 return link to STERN-Frankfurt
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- Playout in various formats (Betacam SP/SX or digital Betacam, DV, DV-Cam, DVC-Pro,
XD-Cam, SxS, P2, etc.) and from 2 outputs from the central server (Grass Valley K2
production server with Aurora Playout software)
EbS transmission room

- EbS/EbS+ transmission control room (4 programme/contribution outputs);
- Link with Bxl transmission room;
- Probel video mixer;
- LAWO audio matrix for multilingual transmissions (32 languages);
- GVG K2 multilingual audio/video server for recording and delayed broadcasting;
- 1 digital Betacam recorder, 1 SxS;
- Continuous quality control for Webstreaming transmission.

Encoding/FTP room

2 workstations including:
- Carbon Coder farms: file encoding software (video/audio)
- FileZilla FTP management software
- Aurora Edit HDR editing station
- Video recorders: Digital Betavcam, XD-Cam and SxS.

Ingest station

1 workstation including:
- Aurora environment: Ingest, Browse, Housekeeper
- P2, XD-Cam Disc and SxS hot-shoes

Comments

- The duration of the sessions and meetings of the EP’s parliamentary committees is variable
(indicative hours: 9:00 am – 1:00 pm, 3:00 pm – 7:30/8:00 pm, 9:00 pm – 12:00 am).
- Services will include adjustment and testing prior to each operation.
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2.2.6 ENG FILMING, LIVE STAND-UP POSITION, PRESS POINT

Description

Filming to SD or HD broadcast standards under the direction of a Producer/Journalist in an
Electronic News Gathering (ENG) crew. HD.HD
Operation of ‘Stand-up’ and ‘Press Point’ positions of the European Parliament for live or
recorded interviews or press conferences.

Expected result

Ensure structured and efficient management of filming associated with the European
Parliament’s activities. Quality control.

Monthly estimation of the volume

Expressed in operations/month

- ENG filming: an average of 53 operations/month

- Stand-up position: an average of 37 operations/month

- Press point: an average of 1 operation/month

Resources required (as a guide)

Regular Services

Staff

Regular ENG, Stand-up and press point operations involve the following occupational
profiles:

Cameraman ENG
ENG Sound Operator

Audiovisual equipment hire

Regular ENG, Stand-up and press point operations involve hiring the following audiovisual
equipment:

- Full filming equipment (P2 camcorder (SD/HD switchable, cards included))
- Full filming equipment (XD-Cam camcorder (SD/HD switchable, discs included))
- Full filming equipment (SxS camcorder (SD/HD switchable, cards included))
- Lighting unit
- Full sound equipment (mixer, microphones, boom, lavalier microphones, batteries),
including HF transmission system.

Occasional services
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Staff

For certain occasional ENG, stand-up and press point operations, additional occupational
profiles may be requested.

Audiovisual equipment hire

For certain occasional ENG, stand-up position and press point operations, the hiring of
additional audiovisual equipment may be requested (list non-exhaustive).

- Reference monitor (SD/HD switchable)
- Wide-angle lens
- Additional HF lavalier microphone
- Battery-operated torch

Equipment provided by the European Parliament

ENG

- Full filming equipment (P2 camcorder (SD/HD switchable))
- Full filming equipment (XD-Cam camcorder (SD/HD switchable))
- Full filming equipment (SxS camcorder (SD/HD switchable))
- Lighting unit
- Full sound equipment (mixer, microphones, boom, lavalier microphones, batteries),
including HF transmission system.

Stand-up position

1 monocamera video/audio production system, comprising in particular:
- SxS camcorder (switchable SD/HD)
- Full sound equipment (mixer, microphones, boom, lavalier microphones, batteries),
including transmission system.
- Connections to STC and transmission room
- Audio-matrix mixer
- Orban 7400 codec
- Lighting

Press point

1 monocamera video/audio production system, comprising in particular:
- SxS camcorder (switchable SD/HD)
- Full sound equipment (mixer, microphones, boom, lavalier microphones, batteries),
including transmission system.
- Connections to STC and transmission room
- Sound and Public Address
- Lighting
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Comments

- Services will include installation, adjustment and testing prior to each operation as well as
dismantling.
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2.2.7 VIDEO EDITING

Description

Video editing of news features, image banks, television programmes, promotional clips,
institutional films under the direction of a journalist/director/producer.

Technical assistance to accredited journalists/producers (voice-over, clean-up of rushes,
compression and sending of FTP files, etc.).

Expected result

Ensure structured and efficient management of editing and graphic creations associated with
the European Parliament’s activities. Continuous quality control.

Monthly estimation of the volume

Expressed in operations/month

- Video editing: an average of 71 operations/month

Resources required (as a guide)

Regular Services

Staff

Regular video editing operations involve the following professional profiles:

Video/Multimedia Editor

Equipment provided by the European Parliament

Video Editing

- Virtual editing systems (Aurora, Final Cut Pro, Edius, Adobe Premiere)
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2.2.8 WEBSTREAMING

Description

Audiovisual coverage of the European Parliament’s meeting rooms for transmission by
webstreaming. Continuous quality control of streaming signals.
Coordination with the internal services (website, technical services, publication).
Coordination, as required, with external streaming service providers.

Production of live video programmes for webstreaming on the basis of semi-automated
multicamera installations. Switching of audio and video signals to streaming encoders.
Monitoring of signals, verification of publication on the Internet.

Expected result

Ensure structured and efficient management of webstreaming coverage of the European
Parliament’s activities. Continuous quality control.

Versatility and multitasking covering all tasks associated with Webstreaming and VOD, in a
live multibroadcasting environment.

Monthly estimation of the volume

Expressed in operations/month

- Webstreaming: an average of 23 operations/month

Resources required (as a guide)

Regular Services

Staff

Regular webstreaming operations involve the following occupational profile:

Webstreaming Operator

Occasional services

Staff

For certain occasional webstreaming services, additional occupational profiles may be
requested, namely:

Multicamera Director
Cameraman/Sound Operator/Multimedia Editor
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Audiovisual equipment hire

For certain occasional webstreaming operations, the hire of additional audiovisual equipment
may be requested, notably:

Mobile control room with four Anycast, Tricaster cameras or equivalent.
Video streaming station.

Equipment provided by the European Parliament

- HD cameras, SDI digital video connectivity. Six rooms equipped with this system are
centralised in a central technical area and a control room permitting switching. Streaming
capacity on three simultaneous signals for a maximum of 32 audios for each (original sound
and interpreting).

- Two workstations, in the meeting room’s control room or remote from the central technical
area, linked to a robotised filming system, semi-automated on the basis of the participants’
PA microphones.

- Content and metadata management software. File management software.

Comments
- Audio signals (original sound and interpreting) from the plenary sessions and meeting
rooms are captured independently and need to be synchronised with the video in the central
technical area (CTA).
- The duration of the EP’s plenary sessions and meetings is variable (indicative hours:
09:00 am – 01:00 pm, 03:00 pm – 08:00 pm, 09:00 pm – 12:00 am).
- Services will include adjustment and testing prior to each operation.
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2.2.9 SPECIAL EVENTS

Description

Installation of specific systems for the audiovisual coverage of special events (official visits,
ceremonies, election evening, etc.) organised in the European Parliament.

Expected result

Ensure structured and efficient management of the installation of the European Parliament’s
event coverage system.

Resources required (as a guide)

Occasional services

Staff

For certain occasional operations, additional occupational profiles may be requested, namely:

Specialist Technical Coordinator - Video
Specialist Technical Coordinator - Sound
Specialist Technical Coordinator - Intercommunication
Specialist Technical Coordinator - IT
Broadcast Cable Technician
Specialist Technical Coordinator - Safety

Audiovisual equipment hire

For certain occasional operations, the hire of additional audiovisual equipment may be
requested.
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JAN FEB I FEB II MAR APR JUL I JUL II SEP OCT NOV DEC JAN FEB MAR 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 1 2 3 

MULTICAM 

LOBBY SET 16 11 13 14 17 11 11 13 22 12 19 16 18 21 

STAIRCASE 23 16 15 16 15 16 7 12 18 16 13 16 16 14 

TV STUDIO 26 8 14 13 15 6 5 13 9 5 10 2 6 11 

ROOM LIVE COVERAGE 22 24 28 28 27 18 19 14 21 22 18 24 14 20 

MONOCAM 

LIVE STAND-UP 26 37 29 20 35 34 33 34 68 202 32 33 19 27 

PRESS POINTS 0 0 1 1 2 0 0 1 5 0 0 0 0 0 

CAMERA CREWS 61 48 58 70 66 47 45 37 68 52 36 46 30 47 

EDITING EDITS 78 73 81 81 73 68 72 61 70 64 58 53 48 55 

DISTRIBUTION 

COPY TO DISC 31 19 17 17 22 20 15 17 22 30 14 18 13 18 

REC SERVER 89 62 69 76 77 49 47 51 76 69 74 57 52 64 

FTP 137 100 110 118 120 93 84 77 86 111 100 97 79 77 

TRANSMISSION 123 136 130 102 131 107 109 107 118 156 95 96 72 98 

WEBSTREAMING 23 25 17 28 25 12 19 19 35 22 28 29 26 25 

FACILITIES PROVIDED – OPERATIONS PER PLENARY SESSION 

ANNEX 1 TO TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS LOT 2 STRASBOURG 
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TV STUDIO "LOW" BUILDING (STRASBOURG) 

 

 

 

Introduction:  

The European Parliament offers a professional quality Television Studio to TV stations and other 

potential clients. Having 2 interpretation booths, the Studio can easily facilitate multilingual debates.  

Main features of the Studio:  

With a surface area of 100 m², the Studio can host a panel of 4 to 5 persons people plus a journalist. 

The set-up is easily adaptable to the individual needs of TV stations, and to accommodate large 

numbers. Adequate space is allocated for the signage & identity of TV stations.  

Debates are filmed by 3 robotic cameras, managed from the central control room and one fixed 

camera for a wide shot. The floor colour is beige and the walls are painted in blue. This surrounding 

can be adjusted by using a grey and/or black backdrop or coverings for moveable décors.  

 

Main features of the Control Room: The control room consists of 3 control desks:  

- the main control desk to manage the entire programme  

- the cameraman's desk to control the robotic cameras  

- the sound desk to control all the different inputs: mic, vtr, phone, etc...  

This system also controls all recording and transmission to the parent station through the dedicated 

allocated rooms.  
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It can accommodate all professional production analogue or digital, 4/3 or 16/9 formats.... On base 

of a specific request, this program can also become be made available after encoding, on via our ftp 

server. Broadcasting can be organised via EBU.  

Main technical features (material and brands may vary as most of the equipment is rented) 

10m x 10m studio  

3 Thomson 1657 cameras mounted on Radamec robotic heads and 1 fixed Thomson 1657 camera.  

BTS DD30 video mixer including 2 ME + PGM /PVW  

80 KW of light spread over 48 pantographs controlled by a ADB Tango 48 light mixing console  

DiGiCo D1 Live audio mixing console  

Filming  

a. Cameras and tripods  

- 4 Thomson 1657 cameras mounted on Vinten Quattro tripods  

- 3 Radamec robotic heads  

b. Studio Tech Spec  

On location filming, as required  

 

Lighting equipment  

ADB Tango lighting console  

48 ADB Eurorack dimmers  

48 Firenz pantographs  

Projectors (non-extensive list):  

5 Fresnel 1000W spots - Polaris MK2  

20 Fresnel 2000W spots - ADB SP 10  

5 Poursuite Robert Juliat projectors - ADB DW105  

5 PAR DST 1000W projectors  

10 Balcar Phase projectors with ambiance lighting (Duolite Video 575)  

 

Mixing  

DIGICO D1 Live mixing console, 64 bus, 24 analog channels and 32 digital channels, 24 ana/digi 

output.  

6 HF lapel mics, 4 HF earpieces (for interpretation relay, etc), 2 interpretation booths for 2 working 

languages.  

Recording  

4/3, 16/9, SD  

SD SDI on local digital Betacam  

SD on central server GVG K2, in IMX 50 format  

And in our VTR room, most of all the usual formats: Beta sp, Digibeta, DVcam, MiniDv, P2, XDcam, 

etc. ...  

Broadcasting  

Transmitted via EBU/Arte in Strasburg and on request by FTP server 
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